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Abstract

This paper presents a novel microparallel taxonomy for machines with multiple-instruction processing capabilities
including VLIW, superscalar, and decoupled machines. The taxonomy is based upon the static or dynamic behavior
of four abstract, operational stages that an instruction passes through. These stages are fetch, decode, execute, and
retire. This two valued, four variable taxonomy results in sixteen ways that a processor’s microarchitecture can he
specified. This paper categorizes different machine instances that are either actual implementations or proposed
systems within the taxonomy framework. Four new processor microarchitectures are postulated which provide ad-
ditional features and are instances of the remaining unexplored microparallel classifications.

Keywords: computer taxonomy, microparallel machines, static and dynamic behavior.

1.0 Introduction

At the gross organizational level the language of com-
puter architecture abounds with the usage of Flynn’s
structural taxonomy of four classifications; SISD,
SIMD, MISD, and MIMD [Flynn72]. His taxonomy
characterizes how instruction and data streams interre-
late as well as how processors are organized to achieve
various levels of parallelism. For example, his term
SIMD refers to an organization “Single-Instruction
stream Multiple-Data stream” in which a computer exe-
cutes one instruction stream but each instruction has a
set of data items to which the operation is applied. A
classic example of this organization is the CRAY-1
with its vector operations. The primary purpose of this
paper is to describe the various ways instruction-level
parallelism is achieved at the next lower level of im-
plementation, the microarchitecture level underlying
the classifications of Flynn’s taxonomy.

Although superpiplined and superscalar machines
similarly exploit instruction-level parallelism
[Jouppi89], this paper concentrates on processors capa-
ble of multiple-instruction issue or execution per cycle
identified as microparallel machines. This general ma-
chine category includes VLIW, superscalar, as well as
decoupled machines (Figure 1).

Here a VLIW architecture provides parallel, tightly-
coupled functional or memory units and completely
relies upon the compiler to explicitly schedule instruc-
tions or components of the long word for execution. A
superscalar organization differs from a VLIW in that it
provides more sophisticated dynamic instruction
scheduling capability, either in the form of out-of-order
issue or execution. The third machine type is a decou-
pled organization which typically has multiple instruc-
tion streams each allowed to flow at the rates deter-
mined by the separated functional units.
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Figure 1. Microarchitectures under consideration.

Recently, there have been several proposals for
classifying processor microarchitectures and analysis
frameworks for primarily superscalar machines
[Chang91, Fisher91, Kuga91, Murakami89]. None sat-
isfactorily classify all the above microparallel machines
types. Additionally, these classification schemes are
primarily based on specific implementations which can
limit the design space to existing microarchitectures
instead of pointing to new alternative organizations. As
a result, we introduce the 16-Fold Way, a taxonomy
based first on the abstract behavior of the processing
steps rather than a particular structure or implementation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes this microparallel taxonomy along with its vari-
ous component static and dynamic behavior. Section 3
categorizes established machine instances out of the
sixteen possible taxons in terms of the static and dy-
namic behaviors. Section 4 then describes four new
microarchitectures from the remaining unexplored
categories and demonstrates how the taxonomy can be
used to postulate alternative designs. Finally, conclu-
sions are made in Section 5.

2.0 Microparallel Taxonomy

All three of the above microparallel organizations (Fig-
ure 1) can be described by the behavior of a pipeline of
four operational stages at the microarchitecture level
which consists of a fetch (F), decode (D), execute

(E), and retire (R) stage (Figure 2). The first stage
fetches from memory instructions placed in order by
the compiler and produces a stream of instructions. The
next stage then decodes these instructions, gathers op-
erands or possibly symbolic values for the operands,
and dispatches the instructs to the execute stage. This
execution stage is a collection of parallel and possibly
pipelined functional units and produces arithmetic as
well as memory access results. These results are finally
committed in the retire stage which finally forms the
state of the processor. Although the diagram below
shows a single stream of instructions, we can have
multiple instructions in a single stream entering and
ending a stage (see Section 2.1).

This simple micropipelined processor model con-
ceptually processes the stream of instructions at each
stage in the order as they were initially fetched from
memory. In contrast, a microparallel execution proces-
sor might transform or permute the instruction stream at
any stage. This distinction between in-order and
out-of-order processing is a useful behavioral abstrac-
tion that can describe all four operational stages and
will be denoted as static and dynamic respectively.
Thus, any stage that can change the number or order of
the instructions with respect to the input of the stage
will be considered dynamic. These two behavioral val-
ues (static vs. dynamic) and four variables (FDER)
provide sixteen different ways to describe the behavior
as well as the unique capabilities of a particular ma-
chine organization.

Figure 2. Processor Stages.
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The taxonomy is organized in a “K-map” (Figure 3)
for ease of comparison and positions the fully static
processor classification (i.e. SSSS) in the upper left
hand corner. This processor class is influenced entirely
by the program order specified by the compiler, while
categories with a dynamic stage represent machines
with some capability to dynamically alter the process-
ing order of the instructions. For instance, the machine
classifications in the bottom two rows all have a dy-
namic fetch stage, while the middle two rows have a
dynamic issue stage. For the other two stages, the right
most two columns hold machines with a dynamic exe-
cution stage, while the middle two columns are for dy-
namic retirement machines.

2.1 Static vs. Dynamic Behavior

To elaborate on the differences between static and dy-
namic behaviors we have collected some examples of
each. There are at least two variations of static behavior
and seven dynamic operational behaviors. The static
variations are named lock-step and synchronized, while
the dynamic are called reorder, dispose, expand, com-
pact, split, merge, and decouple. Although an icon for
some variations include a very small block diagram of a
stage, the behavior is not necessarily dependent upon

this implementation. Rather these examples are used to
demonstrate how others have successfully implemented
the various behaviors.

The two static behaviors are quite simple (Table 1).
For a given static stage the input and the output should
have the same number of instructions and be in the
same order. For the lock-step variation, multiple in-
structions per cycle enter and exit a stage coupled to-
gether as a single word. This behavior is traditionally
used throughout VLIW machines. In contrast a syn-
chronized version maintains only the relative timing
between otherwise independent instruction streams, in
this case with queues. This implies that individual
streams can be stalled when waiting for a value.

The first dynamic behavior, reorder, is a simple
permutation within an instruction stream and requires
some form of buffering to allow instructions to be reor-
dered (Table 2). This behavior is useful in executing
instructions out-of-order to compensate for data de-
pendencies or to reorder instructions back into a pre-
cise order. The dispose dynamic variation is used
primarily to support speculative processing in the
form of either fetch, decode, or execution. For this
behavior, a stage accepts instructions and condition-
ally throws away those associated with useless or
mispredicted computation.

Figure 3. 16-Fold Way Taxonomy.

Table 1. Variations of Static Behavior.
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Table 2: Variations of Dynamic Behavior.

In the second row above, the split behavior accepts
instructions and sorts them by class (e.g. integer, float-
ing-point, or memory) potentially buffering them before
issuing to decoupled streams. Alternatively, the merge
behavior can be used either at the decode or retirement
stage to merge separated streams back into a single
instruction stream. The next component variation, de-
coupled, is used to denote the behavior of two com-
pletely autonomous streams. For example, in the fetch
stage this requires separate program counters or at the
issue and retirement stages this means there are sepa-
rate register file images, one for each stream. The last
variation can expand a single instruction (I1) into a set
of internal operations (il, i2, and i3) which then per-
form specialized micro-operations possibly in parallel.
Typically this occurs at the issue stage where instruc-
tions are decoded. Alternatively, a compact behavior
reassembles these micro-operations back into the origi-
nal form. The last box in Table 2 illustrates how two
component behaviors can be combined into one stage.
This example of a “reorder + dispose” variation can be
used at the retire stage to support both speculative exe-
cution as well as reordering of instructions into a pre-
cise order.

Although these two static and seven dynamic com-
ponent variations alone can theoretically lead to 94 pos-
sible machine configurations, not all variations are
compatible. For example, reordering the instruction
stream at the fetch stage, before decode, makes little
sense unless we consider an associative matching of
data to instructions as in a data flow execution model.
But with different combinations of component behav-
iors, as in Table 2, there still exists a vast number of

combinations. Therefore it is important to maintain a
manageable number of classifications otherwise details
can easily overwhelm the original intent of the taxon-
omy. Indeed, to its credit, Flynn’s Taxonomy has sur-
vived so long because of its simplicity in describing
complex computer systems with only four classifica-
tions. With a similar intent, but at a finer grain level,
this paper sets forth a framework to understand the mi-
croparallelism found within the individual processors
of a system with sixteen classes.

3.0 Machine Examples

With the taxonomy now defined, this section sorts a
collection of machines that have been built or proposed
by their closest behavioral FDER microparallel classi-
fication. Each machine’s dynamic behavior is briefly
described in the text that follows. A small
block-diagram is also provided in Figure 4 which
serves as a central reference point for the machines and
is an expanded version of Figure 3.

3.1 The ELI-512: A SSSS Machine

The first classification instance to consider is the
ELI-512 [Fisher83] which is a VLIW architecture. All
four of its operational stages process, in a lock-step
manner, a single stream of long-word instructions with-
out altering the order. This results in an SSSS behavior
classification. The obvious advantage of this style of
machine is the simplicity of the hardware design which
can lead to a very wide instruction width in excess of
ten operations per word. However, a VLIW machine
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does require considerable compile-time optimization to
compensate for the rigid scheduling constraints, in-
cluding aggressive loop unrolling [Lam88] and trace
[Fisher81] or percolation [Nicolau85] scheduling.

3.2 The ZS-1: A SDSD Machine

After instructions are statically fetched by a single unit,
various dynamic scheduling behaviors can be employed
to enhance the performance of a processor. One such
behavior is when the instruction stream is logically
split. An instance of this category is the ZS-l
[JSmith89] which is a split issue architecture. The static
fetch stage of the ZS-1 processes a single stream of
paired instructions. The issue stage then separates the
instructions based upon their type. This se-

rial-to-parallel transformation alters the relative order-
ing of instructions and is thus considered dynamic.

Because the now separated streams cooperate in
performing a single task, there is a need to communi-
cate between them. Thus in the ZS-1 the execute stage
utilizes architectural queues to synchronize and pass
data values between the streams. The advantage of this
style of processing is that variable memory access is
compensated when there is sufficient independent ALU
and memory operations. This is because the streams
have the freedom to breath by contracting or expand-
ing, unlike the lock-step operation of an SSSS machine
which can stall all of the stages. At the end of the ZS-1,
the separated streams are then merged back into a sin-
gle logical stream and so is a dynamic retirement
stage.

Figure 4. Microparallel Machine Instances.
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3.3 The IBM 360/91: A SDDS Machine

The IBM 360/91 [Tomasulo67] is a significant machine
because it is one of the most well known examples with
the capability to dynamically reorder instructions at the
execution stage. This processor fetches in static order,
but disposes of speculatively fetched instructions at the
decode stage and executes out-of-order with the help of
reservation stations associated with each functional
unit. This elaborate associative storage mechanism al-
lows for partially decoded instruction to reside in a
station until its operands appear on a common data bus
that connects to the result registers of all the functional
units. Once all operands of an instruction are gathered,
it is executed and sent to the retire stage to be proc-
essed in static order disregarding the original fetch
ordering.

3.4 The DEC-21064: A SDSS Machine

This classification contains many of the microparallel
machines identified (Table 3). One instance of this dy-
namic-decode class is the DEC-21064 microprocessor
[Dobb92] which has numerous features to support mi-
croparallelism. But, the only abstract dynamic behav-
iors to consider is its branch history table and score-
board mechanism lumped together within the decode
stage. The branch history table is similar in function to
the IBM 360/91’s decode stage which disposes of in-
structions that were speculatively fetched but are no
longer of use, while the scoreboard mechanism is used
to issue only instructions that have all of their operands
ready. For correctly fetched and ready instructions,
processing at the execute and retire stages is in-order or
with a static behavior, unlike the dynamic-reordering
execute stage of the IBM 360/91.

3.5 The DISC: A SSDS Machine

A rather obscure instance of this class is the DISC
[Wang91]. This machine falls into this classification
because after fetching and decoding in-order, its exe-
cute stage processes with a “forward and backward”
routing network that recirculates instructions until they
can be executed. In the DISC, data dependencies are
specified within the instructions themselves in the form
of cycle-count tags and are dynamically maintained by
the individual functional units in a distributed manner.
This means that a functional unit knows when it is
“safe” to execute an instruction regardless of the state
of other units, with the exception of variable memory
latency. After instructions finally exit the execute stage
they are retired without modification in a lock-step
manner which represents a static behavior.

3.6 The TORCH: A SSSD Machine

When only a dynamic retirement stage disposes of in-
structions that have been statically processed, it influ-
ences the data state or programmer’s view of the proc-
essor. This dynamic behavior can support the ma-
chine’s ability to translate control dependencies into
data dependencies, also known as speculative execu-
tion. An instance of this behavior is the TORCH ma-
chine [Msmith90, 92]. Its fetch, issue and execute
stages are considered static in this study. The dynamic
retire stage, however, disposes of instructions by selec-
tively deleting useless instructions that are part of
speculative computation. This dynamic behavior allows
the compiler to enlarge basic blocks via branch predic-
tion, boosting performance by exposing more instruc-
tions to a global scheduling algorithm, while at the
same time providing an efficient run-time mechanism to
delete the instructions.

3.7 The Metaflow: A SSDD Machine

The unfortunate effect of out-of-order execution is that
a processor can no longer guarantee precise interrupts
without reordering the side effects of instructions back
into the original fetched order. To accomplish this task
a reorder dynamic behavior can be placed at the last
stage which retires instructions according to the order
specified by the program counter giving the program-
mer the illusion of sequential execution along with the
benefit of parallel processing. A machine that provides
this behavior along with out-order execution is the
Metaflow [Popescu 91]. This processor model actually
implements a dynamic execute and retire stage in one
unit called the DRIS which is a combination reservation
station and reorder unit. Unlike the other machines,
speculative computation can be in the process of exe-
cuting and rearing so both these stages are augmented
with a dispose variation to throw away instructions out
of the DRIS.

3.8 The HPS: A SDDD Machine

One of the more ambitious efforts to exploit instruc-
tion-level parallelism is the High Performance Sub-
strate (HPS). This processor model provides restricted
data flow execution and over the years the HPS proces-
sor model has evolved to support a number of micro-
parallel features for RISC and CISC instruction sets. In
this case the VAX architecture is a good example
[Patt86]. To support the multitude of addressing modes
and interesting instruction semantics, the HPS can ex-
pand complex instructions into primitive “nodes,” or
micro operations issued to reservation stations called
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“node tables.” After executing in a dynamic execute
stage, the micro-operations are compacted back into an
image of the original instructions and reordered into a
precise interrupt model.

The main advantage of this style of dynamic expand
and compact behavior is code compatibility along with
microparallel execution. The cost of this behavior is the
considerable hardware to exploit both the in-
tra-instruction and inter-instruction level parallelism.
As such, the HPS is an extremely aggressive example
of a static fetch and dynamic decode, execute and retire
machine. While at the other end of the spectrum, a fully
static VLIW processor typifies a relatively low cost
alternative relying more upon the compiler to expose
and exploit parallelism.

3.9 The PIPE: A DSSD Machine

The other main class of machines in this taxonomy in-
volve some form of decoupled fetching. The first ma-
chine to implement a truly decoupled fetch stage was
the PIPE [Goodman85] which illustrates a dynamic
fetch and retirement taxon, or DSSD. It has the unique
distinction of supporting two completely independent
instruction synchronized at the decode and execute
stages with architectural queues. The two streams are
fetched from separate code regions and indexed by
independent program counters. Each instruction stream
has its own register file in the decode stage which is
also where branch outcomes are passed between the
streams to synchronize global branch points.

The execute stage has the same queue mechanism
as the ZS-1, allowing ALU operations to overlap with
memory operations. There are advantages however, to
the PIPE architecture over the ZS-1 including the fact
that completely separate streams can simplify the de-
sign of each instruction pipeline and that if one stream
is stalled at the fetch stage the other is free to continue
processing. The challenge for PIPE is how to efficiently
balance the computation across multiple streams while
keeping the communication between the cooperating
pipelines to a minimum [Young85].

3.10 The Cyclone: A DDSS Machine

An interesting example of this classification is the Cy-
clone [Horst90], a combination of a decoupled fetch
and merging decode stage. Lice the PIPE, this machine
has two separate program counters and is thus consid-
ered a decoupled fetch machine. However, each PC
fetches a portion of the same program with one PC pe-
riodically jumping ahead of the other. The issue stage
dynamically pairs together the resulting two dynamic
streams forming a single merged instruction stream

sometimes throwing away instructions that were
speculatively fetched. The instruction pairs are then
processed in-order while in the execute and retire
stages, resulting in a DDSS behavior. Not all pairs of
instructions are allowed to execute in the Cyclone of
course, because of the limited arrangement and number
of functional units in the data path. But, by optimizing
for the most frequently occurring instruction pairs, the
Cyclone’s control path is able to efficiently utilize the
data path and other processor resources.

3.11 The MISC: A DDSD Machine

The machine instance of this class is the MISC [Ty-
son92] and is best described as a message-passing
PIPE. Instead of passing computed predicates to the
other pipelines, all information can be sent via the
queues at the execute stage, including simple move-
ment of data via direct queues. Although this will in-
crease the bandwidth needed to synchronize the pipe-
lines and distribute the control flow computation, it can
simplify the implementation of communication between
the streams. This is helpful for the MISC which extends
the PIPE to four instruction streams instead of just two.

When the MISC is in a “vector” mode the machine
resembles a DDSD behavior as shown in Figure 4. In
this mode instructions are conditionally expanded de-
pending on a vector length register while pipelines co-
operate by passing data to cashes and other pipelines
via queues. Although the MISC also has an alternate
mode which issues instructions in a sentinel manner
with issue stages synchronized (i.e. a DSSD), it has
such a unique dynamic decoupled behavior that it is
placed in this class.

3.12 The Y-Pipe: A DDDS Machine

The last variation on decoupled architectures separates
the pipelines down to a dynamic execution and static
retirement stage and is called the Y-Pipe [Knieser92]
so named because it resembles the letter “Y.” This
DDDS behavior supports zero-cycle branch delays by
duplicating the fetch and decode resources eagerly exe-
cuting one instruction down both paths of a conditional
branch. Execution then proceeds down only one path
after the conditional is resolved. This can conceptually
be done by deleting the unneeded instructions from the
streams at the execute stage and only retiring useful
computation.

3.13 Additional Machine Instances

The above machine instances are of course not alone in
their respective classifications. Indeed, there are many
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commercial and experimental processors that have mi-
croparallel capability. Table 3 below lists some of these
processors along with the closest classification and a
reference to their design.

Most of the machines have only one dynamic stage,
with the exception of the OHMEGA, PLUM, RS/6000,
SIMP and XIMD. The latter three are described below.
Some of the more recent VLIW machines include the
Multiflow, i860, WARP, and 19000. Although the
LIFE processor is also called a VLIW, it is not a fully
static processor because of its guarded execution which
is similar to the TORCH’s speculative execution sup-
port. For processors with two to four issue widths,
modest amounts of dynamic behavior are provided with
their branch prediction or out-of-order issue capability.

The IBM RS/6000 deserves special recognition be-
cause it was one of the first “superscalar” microproces-
sors to be introduced. Its considerable dynamic behav-
ior is from a split+dispose decode, decoupled execute,
and merge retire stage which corresponds to a SDDD
classification (Figure 5). The decode stage disposes of
mispredicted branches and also separates and buffers
instructions in small queues. The decoupled execution
stages (i.e. branch, floating-point, and integer units) are
then free to process instructions independently, al-

though they do not have to communicate with queues as
in the ZS-1.

Another machine worth mentioning is the Single In-
struction Stream / Multiple Instruction Pipelining proc-
essor, or SIMP. This machine fetches a block of four
instructions at a time and distributes them to independ-
ent instruction pipelines which coordinate activities
through a centralized register file. Within each pipeline,
instructions are buffered and allowed to execute out-of-
order. But only when all four instructions from the
same fetched block are completed can the entire block
be retired. This requires instructions to be gathered and
reordered back into the original fetch order (i.e. merge
and reorder). The SIMP also has speculative execution
support that allows instructions to be executed and
conditionally deleted which is why it is shown below
with an additional dispose retirement behavior.

Figure 5. IBM RS/6000.

Table 3. Microparallel Machines.

Name Class Reference

CDC-6600 SDSS [Thorton70]

Multiflow SSSS [Colwell87]

Precision Arch. SDSS [Jaffe92]

RS/6000 SDDD [Balcoglu90]

i860 SSSS [Inte1860]

i960 SDSS [Inte1960]

iWARP SSSS [Cohn89]

LIFE SSSD [Slaven91]

MC68060 SDSS [Gwen92]

MC88100 SDSS [Case91]

OHMEGA SDDS [Nakajima91]

Pentium SDSS [Case93]

PLUM SDDD [Singhal89]

SIMP SDDD [Muakami89]

SuperSPARC SDSS [Case91]

Swordfish SDSS [Marko91]

T9000 SSSS [Forsyth91]

XIMD DDSS [Wolfe91]
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Figure 6. SIMP.

Figure 7.·XIMD.

The final established machine to consider is the
XIMD which is a hybrid SIMD / MIMD machine. It
contains separate fetch stages for independent instruc-
tion streams. But all of these streams are logically
merged to access a central register file image, unlike
the PIPE which has completely separate register files
for each stream.

When the XIMD is executing in an SIMD mode all
fetch units access the instruction memory with the same
pattern, simulating the behavior of a VLIW. In a
MIMD mode the fetch units diverge while following
independent threads of computation. For either mode,
however, the resultant dynamic instruction stream is
merged and processed lock-step and in-order which is a
static behavior for the execute and retire stages.

4.0 Postulated Machine Organizations

The previous sections provide established machine
instances that fit a particular behavioral classification.
This section fills the remaining unexplored “boxes” by
combining various dynamic stages together to form
four new machines and postulates their features.

4.1 The Wrench*: A new DSSS Machine

One problem with the PIPE is exceptions because a
programmer must compensate for the autonomous re-
tirement of separate instruction streams. Furthermore, if
both pipelines are used to resolve an exception and
restart execution, then both also need to context switch.
To handle this we can synchronize the streams at the
retirement stage with “guard” instructions that will
check for traps and holdup the retirement of instruc-
tions until both guard instructions are reared at the
same time. This transforms the decoupled retirement
stage of the PIPE into a synchronized stage and there-
fore a DSSS behavior. This behavior guarantees points

                                                          
* Fixes a PIPE.

in the execution that the processor state of the streams
will be synchronized simplifying the context switch
operations.

4.2 The Sling-Shot*: A new DSDS Machine

An inadequacy of the Y-Pipe is that only one branch is
eagerly processed by the duplicated resources. This
simplifies the control and buffering of instructions but
it does not utilize the full potential of speculative proc-
essing down two threads of computation or pursuing
multiple-control flows [Lam92]. To enable this capac-
ity, the decode stages of the Y-Pipe are synchronized
which means they are free to perform branches down
two different predicted paths and still communicate
with a predicate queue holding the outcomes of com-
parisons. This means instructions can be fetched and
decoded from two elongated, predicted paths with the
execute stage skill disposing of the incorrectly pre-
dicted instructions. There is, however, the possibility
that portions of both elongated paths are incorrect
which will require rather sophisticated bookkeeping of
the branches and probably increase the penalty of re-
starting the fetch stage down the correct path.

4.3 The Snake** : A Dew DSDD Machine

This machine is envisioned to be a decoupled fetch
architecture similar to the PIPE with an execute stage
that can reorder instructions in each stream. The justifi-
cation for this particular setup is that the PIPE stops the
access stream on cache misses. Unfortunately, this can
stop dependent instructions in the execute stream. If
there are multiple architectured queues however, a miss
can then be bypassed with other independent opera-
tions, further overlapping the miss processing with
memory service or even other memory access. This
should increase the machine’s tolerance to variable
memory latency. Additionally, this machine needs to
rearrange the instructions into a consistent order after
the dynamic execute stage and so has a decoupled, re-
order-retirement stage.

4.4 The Hyperscalar: A new DDDD Machine

The final machine to consider is a decidedly hardware
intensive processor capable of performing speculative
computation through the execution stage, but without
the compilation techniques of the TORCH. Thus the
object code can have serial semantics and the processor
can dynamically allocate a different pipeline of the ma-

                                                          
*
 Resembles a sling-slot in Table 3.

**
 Clears clogged plumbing.
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chine for every possible outcome of a branch. The il-
lustration in Table 3 only shows two pipelines, but con-
ceptually there can be any number of these pipelines
operating independently, replicating execution at
branch points and processing all paths until the retire
stage where only one path is committed to the proces-
sor state. Certainly this is unrealizable as a single-chip
microprocessor, but the intent is clearly to burden the
hardware with the task of dynamically exploiting in-
struction-level parallelism while still executing existing
object code.

5.0 Conclusion

In this paper we propose a two valued, four variable
microparallel taxonomy, called the 16-Fold Way, which
results in 16 different processor microarchitecture clas-
sifications. We categorized established machines into
twelve of these 16 different classes. Each machine is
defined in terms of its behavior during the four stages
of instruction processing; fetch, decode, execute and
retire. The behavior can be one of nine component be-
haviors; lock-step, synchronize, reorder, dispose, ex-
pand, compact, split, merge, and decouple. These be-
haviors are broadly clarified as either static or dynamic
with some machines containing a combination of com-
ponents.

From Figure 4 we can see that the fetch stage is ei-
ther a single unit or a pair of units. In the first case this
stage fetches a single stream of instructions, occasion-
ally fetching down one predicted path. In the second
case it can be a decoupled (dynamic) stage that either
fetches multiple cooperating streams, or eagerly fetches
multiple paths within a single program. At the issue
stage the diversity of dynamic behavior varies the most,
consisting of all static and dynamic behaviors except
compacting. For the execute stage, the figure reveals
that for established machine categories (i.e. white
boxes) the most common dynamic behavior is reorder-
ing. For the last stage, rearing of instructions generally
requires some behavior to support either speculative
execution by disposal, or precise interrupts with reor-
dering or synchronization.

This microparallel taxonomy illustrates the great
diversity of machines capable of processing instructions
in parallel. Each classification holds an abundant vari-
ety of processor organizations that have yet to be in-
vestigated. This paper has outlined examples for each
of the sixteen classifications but none are meant to be
representative. Rather they are a first attempt at under-
standing what capabilities these classes contain. Thus,
the intent of this taxonomy is to provide a framework
for postulating new designs. As new microparallel ma-

chines are proposed, this framework can be used to
systematically compare and evaluate these designs.
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